Notes about the Secured Roll Data
See Disclaimer below: This is provided as a convenience only. The user assumes full responsibility for checking the
viability and accuracy of this information as well as any issues surrounding its use as a reference.

Agency CD Text Files
The text files in the Agency CD folder (SEC_TC601.TXT and SEC_TR601.txt) are created in June and are
NOT updated throughout the year. Most of the data in the Access databases will be found in the
SEC_TR601.txt file.

Access Databases
The Access databases in the Secured Roll folder are updated monthly with new parcel and ownership
information. Values are not updated throughout the year.
About the Tables:
tblParcels is static throughout the year. If a parcel is inactivated, this will not be reflected in this table.
Newly created parcels are added to the tblNewParcels table. However, the now inactive parcel it came
from is not removed from tblParcels. There is nothing in the database that relates the old parcels to newly
created parcels.
tblNewParcelOwners contains the owners that have changed since the published roll in June. tblOwners is
updated with new owner information, however, does not remove the old. In order to see who the current
owner is you must check the "Latest" field and select the latest date.

Connecting to the GIS shp file
The GIS geometry can be downloaded for free from the GIS Department's web
site: http://gis.stancounty.com/giscentral/public/downloads.jsp?main=4
This is in the form of a shp file consisting of the parcel outlines for the entire county. The only data
attached to it is the APN associated with that parcel.
Joining
In the shp file there is an APN and an ASMT field (APN is simply ASMT without “000” on the end). You will
want to use the ASMT field in the shp file and the Asmt field in the tblParcel and tblNewParcels tables in
the Secured Roll database. Note: In tblParcel and tblNewParcel, there can be multiple Asmt numbers per
FeeParcel, even though, in most records those fields are equal.

Disclaimer
WARNING: The information contained and distributed with this document and the reports to which it refers
is maintained solely for the use of the Stanislaus County Assessor and not for any other entity or purpose.
The information provided is for your use only and cannot be transferred either in whole or in part to any
third party without the express consent of the Stanislaus County Assessor. Pursuant to California Revenue
& Taxation Code Section 408.3, neither the County nor the Assessor shall incur any liability for errors,
omissions, or approximations with respect to the information contained herein. Furthermore, in exchange
for being able to utilize this information, the party receiving it acknowledges that it will hold harmless,
indemnify, and upon request, defend the County, its officers, employees and agents from any and all
claims, losses, costs, including costs of defense, if necessary, arising from the use of any of the
information contained herein.
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